
HEROIC CODE OF BEOWULF ESSAY

The warrior was the ultimate hero who represented strength and courage. Beowulf, the hero in the poem, illustrates the
Germanic principles of the heroic code.

One may call this individual a hero, and if asked to give some examples of heroism, one may pick the classical
literary hero Beowulf. Obvious or not every hero is self bound by a code of honor. The Anglo-Saxons, like the
anonymous scop of the poem Beowulf, valued strength and courage over any other quality. Even in his old
age, Beowulfs code of honour encourages him to fight the dragon. Every action of the characters is referred to
a family lineage. While in Denmark, Beowulf exhibits many traits of an Anglo-Saxon hero through his
achievements in battle. He is not a bad king; however he pertains to the old way of doing things that no longer
sufficiently deals with the threat to his community. The hero, Beowulf, is also given strength equivalent to
thirty men. Rogers points out in his essay Beowulfs Three Great Fights, may epitomise the notions for
weapons and treasure which is portrayed as evil in Beowulf, its weaknesses are only explored in the epic. The
epic poem, Beowulf, is a clear example of the Anglo-Saxon code of conduct and how it influenced the entire
culture during its time span of A. Beowulf is a hero that put his life on the line for an entire kingdom. Several
qualities like courage, respect, and strength can define heroism. Beowulf displays confidence when he talked
to Unferth in the great hall Heorot. The poem also pays attention to divided loyalties, as the marriage of
Danish Hildeburh and the Frisian King. Batman only kills when it is absolutely necessary. An epic hero is
larger than life, typically born noble or semi-divine, and presents courage, skill and virtue against opposing,
often evil, forces However, his values and focus as a hero change as he matures and grows older. Not only is
Beowulf a hero because of his physical strength, but he also gives the glory to God. He is recognized for his
strengths and power of protecting his people. In other literature, the sword accompanies the hero on his great
and dangerous quests; however Hrunting, the sword in Beowulf, loses its power. They were expected to be
sturdy and faithful, worthy and brave. The heroism exemplified by Beowulf is defined by many different
qualities. Beowulf represents several characteristics of an epic hero and demonstrates the values of the
Anglo-Saxons. Beowulf, like other epic heroes, possesses the following heroic qualities: epic heroes are
superhuman types of beings The video version does not do its best to portray him as an epic hero but instead
show that he is a liar, a womanizer, and a coward. Like anything else in this world, the definition of the word
hero can be argued. We applaud our children who make the honor roll and ask the heads of our households to
do the honors at Thanksgiving. Beowulf vows to defeat Grendel or die in his attempt death was inevitable
against this capricious violence. An epic hero is the central character of an epic, a long narrative poem that
recounts the adventures of a legendary hero in pursuit of a goal of national importance. Beowulf : The Epic
Hero Essay example - The Epic Hero Beowulf is characterized as an epic hero by possessing qualities in
which common mortals lack, battling for the common good, and displaying honor in every act. During the
time that Beowulf arose, brutal fights and turbulent battles took place and so the Anglo-Saxon people valued
might, audacity, and nobility. I will also choose one modern day hero to come pare my ancient hero to and tell
you where he from either a movie or a comic book. How do their values compare to our values today?


